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Abstract—This paper presents the simulation results of the
effects of sampling frequency on the total harmonic distortion (THD)
of three-phase inverters using the space vector pulse width
modulation (SVPWM) and space vector control (SVC) algorithms.
The relationship between the variables was studied using curve fitting
techniques, and it has been shown that, for 50 Hz inverters, there is
an exponential relation between the sampling frequency and THD up
to around 8500 Hz, beyond which the performance of the model
becomes irregular, and there is an negative exponential relation
between the sampling frequency and the marginal improvement to
the THD. It has also been found that the performance of SVPWM is
better than that of SVC with the same sampling frequency in most
frequency range, including the range where the performance of the
former is irregular.

Space vector provides a useful tool for the design of three
phase inverter with good performance. Many recent researches
for instance, [2]-[6], have indicated to the good performance
characteristics of space vector pulse width modulation
(SVPWM), but there is no mention of how the sampling
frequency affects the performance of such a design, and such
information would be valuable as sampling frequency is a
major parameter that affects the cost and circuit complexity.
The current work is to use models to investigate the
performance of space vector pulse width modulation
(SVPWM) and the effects of the sampling frequency, which is
set in relation to the output frequency, in reducing THD.
II. SPACE VECTOR PWM
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I. INTRODUCTION

R

ECENT interests in renewable energy resources has
placed onerous demands on power electronic converters
which are fundamental to the harvesting and harnessing of the
renewable energy such as solar and wind energy. One such
type of converters is the voltage-sources inverter (VSI). VSIs
are used in many applications that require conversion of a DC
voltage into sinusoidal AC voltage. In a renewable energy
system such as photovoltaic (PV), the harvested energy is
typically used to charge a bank of batteries which is
subsequently converted to an AC voltage and either used
directly or integrated with the low-voltage utility grid [1]. It is
ideal that an inverter generates a sinusoidal waveform of the
same quality as that of the grid, but the AC voltage generated
by a DC through the modulation of switches usually contains
distortion in the form of higher harmonics, so it is important to
reduce the total harmonic distortion (THD) as much as
possible before the inverter can be interfaced with the grid.
Various inverter modulation and control schemes have been
developed for a variety of inverter topologies covering both
single and multilevel inverters. Different topologies may
require components with different electric characteristics such
as tolerable range of switching frequencies, and these could
affect the cost of implementation.
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In many cases, there is the need to generate three phase AC
output from a DC source. The topology used can be seen as an
extension of the H-Bridge topology. The three output points of
the inverter are connected to the three legs of a three-phase
load. Inside the inverter, each of these output points is
switched to either of its two input voltage +Vdc/2 and –Vdc/2 in
any instance. There are eight combinations of these three
switching positions, and each combination or state results in a
specific voltage difference amongst the output points [7]-[9].
Changing from one state to another involves changing one or
more switches. By arranging the sequence of states and the
durations of each state, three sinusoidal outputs with 2π/3
phase difference between successive ones could be generated.
Furthermore, with appropriate arrangement, the transition
from one state to the next would only require the change of
one switch’s position. This could not only avoid voltage surge
due to unsynchronized switching between two switches, but
also reduce the overall switching frequencies, and the
avoidance of the frequent switching, which is common to
many time modulation algorithms, reduces the chance of
generation of electromagnetic inference or noise. Additionally,
the combination of the binary switching positions lends well to
digital control of modulation [10].
Hence, by properly arranging this sequence of switch
combinations resulting in a sequence of varying voltage
output, a step wave mimicking a sinusoidal wave could be
generated whilst each time the position of only one switch is
changed between the switching states of successive time
intervals.
Space vector provides a useful tool to simplify the task of
help determine a suitable state sequence and the duration of
each state to achieve the desired outputs. Instead of time-
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lapsed sinusoidal waves on a real number plane, the state of
the system is represented by a state vector on a complex
number plane called a vector space. Thus the behavior of a
sinusoidal wave of frequency f is represented by a vector Vref
of constant magnitude rotating around the origin at an angular
frequency ω where ω = 2πf and the magnitude of the vector
| Vref | is equal to the amplitude of the sine wave [11], [12].
According to Euler’s formula,
   cos 
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Thus, the projection of the reference vector on the real axis
is the formula for the sinusoidal wave, and difference phase
are represented by difference angles.
As stated before, each state represents a combination of
switch positions. If the switching position for the high voltage
is denoted by 1 and the one to the low voltage 0, the state of
(1,0,0) denotes the state where only the first switch is switched
to the high voltage whilst the others are switched to the low
voltage. If the phase of this state is set as 0, the vector
representing this state is a vector of magnitude Vdc/2 along the
positive real axis. Because the phase difference between the
outputs is 2π/3, the state (0,1,0) is denoted by a vector of the
same magnitude but with an angle 2π/3. Likewise, the state
(0,0,1) is denoted by a vector of the same magnitude but with
an angle 4π/3. States (0,0,0) and (1,1,1) result in no voltage
difference amongst the output pints, so both are represented by
the origin of the coordination system.
The state (0,1,1) represents a negation of the state (1,0,0)
and the representing vector rests in the negative direction of
the real axis. Likewise, the states (1,0,1) and (1,1,0) can be
represented in the same vector space. The result reveals that
all eight possible states rest on the origin and the vertexes of
the normal hexagon centered at the origin. The hexagon can be
divided into six equilateral triangles, and the transition
between the neighboring states resting on the vertexes of these
triangles involves the change of one switching position. The
biggest circle that can fit into this hexagon represents the path
of the reference vector for the biggest sine wave that could be
generated by the inverter. As the sine wave propagates, the
reference vector in this vector space sweeps through the six
triangular regions, and it could be represented by the vector
combination of the states whose vectors rest on two of the
vertices of the triangle. From this visualization, the sequence
of switching states and the duration of each state needed for
the desired outcome can be determined.
III. MODEL

switch is changed in every state transition can be determined
based on the diagram above, starting from V7 in each region
and first follow the arrows in that region then reverse back to
V7. This sequence is listed in the Table I.
Based on this, Ta, Tb, Tc, the duration in which the three
switches a, b, c need to be switched on during the relevant
sampling time Ts, could be determined based on their relation
with T0, Tr and Tr+1, the duration in which the system stays in
the null state (V7 or V0) and the two states whose state vectors’
end points rest on the other two vertices of the triangular
region (e.g., V1 and V2 for the 1st region). For instance, in the
1st region, switch a is always on, so the time it is switched on
is Ta = T0 + Tr + Tr+1 and Tc = T0 + Tr+1 in the 4th region. Thus,
Ta, Tb, Tc for all six regions based on T0, Tr, Tr+1 are listed in
Table II.
TABLE I
ONE POSSIBLE STATE TRANSITION AND SWITCHING SEQUENCE
Duration
T0
Tr / 2
Tr+1
Tr / 2
T0
Region
V7
V2
V1
V2
V7
1
(1,1,1) (1,1,0) (1,0,0) (1,1,0) (1,1,1)
V2
V3
V2
V7
Region
V7
2
(1,1,1) (1,1,0) (0,1,0) (1,1,0) (1,1,1)
Region
V7
V4
V3
V4
V7
3
(1,1,1) (0,1,1) (0,1,0) (0,1,1) (1,1,1)
Region
V7
V4
V5
V4
V7
4
(1,1,1) (0,1,1) (0,0,1) (0,1,1) (1,1,1)
Region
V7
V6
V5
V6
V7
5
(1,1,1) (1,0,1) (0,0,1) (1,0,1) (1,1,1)
Region
V7
V6
V1
V6
V7
6
(1,1,1) (1,0,1) (1,0,0) (1,0,1) (1,1,1)
TABLE II
THE RELATIONS BETWEEN TA, TB, TC AND T0, TR+1, TR FOR EACH OF THE SIX
REGIONS

Region
1
2
3
4
5
6

Ta
Tr
1
1
1
0
0
0

Tr+1
1
1
0
0
0
1

T0
1
1
1
1
1
1

Tb
Tr
0
0
1
1
1
0

Tr+1
0
1
1
1
0
0

T0
1
1
1
1
1
1

Tc
Tr
1
0
0
0
1
1

Tr+1
0
0
0
1
1
1

T0, Tr, Tr+1 are determined [13]-[15] by the following
formulae:








  sin  · cos   cos  · sin  








(3)

  cos   1 · sin   sin   1 · cos   (4)

where
  √3

The relevant state vectors forming the sequence are chosen
based on the region number r, and the region number is
determined by the angle of the reference vector. To avoid
ambiguity and unexpected results when the reference vector
aligns with any of the state vectors, a small angular
displacement is added to the angle in the calculation.
One possible switching sequence where there is only one
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T0 = (Ts − Tr − Tr+1) / 2
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Based on the mathematic model, a simulation model was
built through several iterations. First the following schematic
diagram was devised for the model:

+Vdc/2n
Control

Switches

Load

View
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-Vdc/2n

Fig. 1 Simulink model of three phase SVPWM using simple
components

Based on this schematic diagram, the model was first built
using simple components. Global parameters were initialized
within the initialization function.
The model was then modified by using a MATLAB
function to encapsulate the part that determines the values of
Ta, Tb and Tc. For these first two models, the effects of some
global parameters on the performance of the model could be
qualitatively checked by changing the values in the
initialization function and visually check the output curves
generated by the model.
This model was then further modified to reduce the input to
the system to Vdc, Vref, f and clock, and let the MATLAB
function block calculate the other parameters accordingly. The
sampling frequency fs was also set here as an integer multiple
of the output frequency f. THD values were calculated for the
outputs and displayed. Thus, with this model, different values
of fs and the corresponding THD values could then be
recorded for further analysis.

For the output frequency of 50 Hz, the sampling frequency
has been set from 500 Hz to 15000 Hz in 500 Hz increments.
The THD readings collected follow an inverse exponential
decrease with sampling frequency up to around 8500 Hz
where the graphs of THDs of both line voltage and current
between phases vs. sampling frequency reach the minimum of
0.000240, whilst the graph of THD of current per phase vs.
sampling frequency reaches the minimum of 0.002297.
From then on, the readings become irregular but the order
of magnitude increases by one. This could be due to increased
electromagnetic interference caused by high switching
frequency as well as not being able to accurately divide further
the already small sampling time into fractions for different
states in each sampling time.
Taking as a reference for comparison as well as testing the
contribution of rounding errors in high frequency situations,
the control function of the model was modified to adopt the
space vector control algorithm instead. This was done by
removing the division of T0 into Ts, Tr and Tr+1, and instead
setting Tr as T0, and Ts and Tr+1 as 0, thus avoiding the
introduction of rounding errors. This in effect turned off pulse
width modulation based on the region in which the phase
angle falls. The result was that the THD for each of the line
voltage, current per phase and current between phases remains
constant irrespective of the sampling frequency. Comparing
this constant with the THD of the SVPWM design in high
frequency revealed that, at least up to 19000 Hz, the THD of
the latter is still much less than that of the former. In other
words, even though there was electromagnetic interference
due to high switching frequency, the rounding errors in further
dividing each time slot did not seem to be very important.
Additionally, though the performance of SVC might be
acceptable to many applications and it has the advantages of
simplicity and low switching frequency, its performance is not
as good as that of SVPWM.

V. FINDINGS
Different values of fs as integer multiples of f had been used
for testing and the resulting THD readings were recorded. The
relationship between the sampling frequency and the THD
were shown in functional graphs.

Fig. 3 Diagram of the THD of line voltage vs. sampling frequency

Fig. 2 Total harmonic distortion vs. sampling frequency
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was the open source online curve fitting and surface fitting
tools provided at the website ZunZun.com [16] and it was
found that, based on the criterion of lowest sum of squared
absolute error, the best equation to fit the data was
)*  

,
$-

+ . /0 1-

2

(7)
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Hence, the relation was indeed exponential. The curves of
the equation with the sets of coefficients that best fit the data
are shown in Figs. 2–5.
Once again, for sampling frequency higher than 1000 Hz,
the THD of the SVPWM design was much lower than that of
the SVC design.

Fig. 4 Diagram of the THD of current per phase vs. sampling
frequency

Fig. 7 Diagram of reduction in improvement to THD of current per
phase vs. sampling frequency
Fig. 5 Diagram of the THD of current between phases vs. sampling
frequency

Fig. 6 Diagram of improvement of THD vs. sampling frequency

Moreover, to further investigate the functional relation
between THD and sampling frequency up to 8500 Hz, curve
fitting techniques were used. The tool chosen for curve fitting
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As shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the relationship between the
reduction to THD and the sampling frequency is inverse
exponential. In other words, the relationship between the
improvement to THD and the sampling frequency is also
exponential. Thus, the improvement to THD diminishes as the
sampling frequency increases. For instance, for the readings of
current per phase, there is an almost 55% drop in the THD
when the sampling frequency is increased from 500 Hz to
1000 Hz. That level of improvement is reduced to about 35%
when the sampling frequency is further increased to 1500 Hz.
That represents about 38% improvement to the previous
increase in sampling frequency. This rate of improvement is
about 20% when the sampling frequency is increased to 2500
Hz, and it is further reduced of approximately 50% when the
sampling frequency reaches 5000 Hz. In other words, due to
an inverse exponential decrease of THD with the increase of
sampling frequency, the rate of improvement to the THD
reduction is halved when the sampling frequency is doubled.
That means the cost of further reducing THD goes
exponentially as the sampling frequency is increased. Hence,
in practice, there is bound to be a trade-off between the
desired level of THD and the cost to achieve it. For instance, if
0.02 of THD is acceptable, then it is adequate to set the
sampling frequency to 1000 Hz; and if 0.01 of THD is
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tolerable, it is sufficient to set the sampling frequency to 2000
Hz; but if the THD has to be less than 0.05, then the sampling
frequency has to be further increased to 4000 Hz.
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VI. CONCLUSION
Several achievements of the investigation have been
presented in this paper. Iterations of the design have been
constructed with reducing numbers of independent parameters
to show how most of the other parameters could be
determined by the output frequency; even the sampling
frequency could be set in relation to the output frequency. the
limitation to the range of applicability of the model were
identified and, using curve fitting techniques, it has been
established that there is an exponential relation between the
THD and the sampling frequency, as well as between the
improvement in THD and the sampling frequency. Finally, its
performance has been compared with that of the space vector
control (SVC) design with the same sampling frequency, and
it has been found that the performance of SVPWM is better
than that of SVC with the same sampling frequency in most
frequency range, including the range where the performance
of the former is irregular.
Thus, the result of this investigation could be used as a
gauge for the estimation of the types of components to be used
for the desired output, or the outcome that could be expected
with the components available. Currently, there is no
indication of the optimal combination of parameters, as the
actual costs of components have not yet been used in the
investigation. However, it does indicate a way to get a set of
predictable, acceptable and workable criteria for the desired
results.
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